Vw fan

See our Procedures related to the VW cooling system. A Good Lead-In Question. Which way
does the cooling air travel through the shroud? Am I right in thinking that the air is sucked by
the fan through the opening on the other side of the shroud by the firewall area? And then it is
pushed by the fan down and over the heads and cylinder fins and exits under the back of the
car? And in that case what is the purpose of the hoses that attach to the nozzles on either side
of the shroud? Is the cooling air actually picked up from under the car by where the
transmission is and goes up between the shroud and firewall into the fan opening? If that is the
case isn't that rather ineffective? Wouldn't it be better to have actual ducting pick up the cold air
from the outside and feed it directly into the shroud opening instead of relying on the air
somehow squeezing it's way up between the shroud and firewall and into the fan opening?
Also, where does the air that feeds the carburetor come from? I've read that the engine
compartment must be sealed properly so no hot air gets in. Does the carburetor air come
through the row of louvers just above the decklid? But if the engine compartment is sealed,
then after feeding the carburetor how does that air get out? And finally like I mentioned above
I've read that you should keep your seals in good shape sparkplug boots and all other rubber
seals so the hot air doesn't recirculate into the engine compartment. The fan draws air in
through the slots under the back window, and in later cars from the slots in the engine lid too
it's a bigger fan in those engines - more later on that. The shroud guides the air down over the
cylinders and heads, and also through the oil cooler on the left side of the engine. On the earlier
engines, the oil cooler is inside the shroud, so the left side cylinders and heads get warm air
from the oil cooler instead of cool air, so that side especially 3 - left front cylinder runs a little
hotter than the right side. This was okay for engines up to about 60hp cc, cc, cc and the very
first cc were all less than 60hp , but with more power than that, the left side overheats badly, so
the later engines had the oil cooler moved forward into a "doghouse" a box on the front of the
fan shroud so all cylinders got nice cool air for cooling. The used doghouse oil cooler air is
dumped overboard through a special duct and a hole in the front tinware - near the top of the
gearbox on the left side of the engine. The doghouse fan is a little wider than the earlier fans, so
it can provide a separate airflow to the oil cooler extra ducting inside the shroud and also
provides extra cooling air to the cylinders and heads. The Beetle engine fan is called a
centrifugal fan, since it sends the air from the center outwards - like a centrifuge. Inside the
shroud are metal guides which turn the air downwards towards the cylinders on each side of
the engine. The other type of fan is called an axial fan, and works like a room fan or propellor.
Aircooled Porsche cars use this type of cooling fan. Getting back to the cooling airflow -- it
travels down over the cylinders and heads, and then turns backwards under the engine by the
metal ducting under there, and exits out under the back of the car. These cooling flaps almost
close when the engine is cold so it gets only a small amount of cooling air until the engine heats
up, then the thermostat opens the flaps for full cooling. When fully open, the cooling flaps also
help direct more of the air at the very hot heads, and less to the slightly cooler cylinders, so the
engine has more even temperatures. Some people remove these flaps thinking that "VWs don't
need them". Well, the engine will run OK without them, but the heads are then undercooled, and
the cylinders overcooled, so the engine wears out faster. It takes longer for the engine to warm
up too, so in cold climates no movable flaps also means less heat inside the car! The two
outlets in the sides of the cooling shroud provide air for the cabin heating - this air is forced
down through paper tubes, under the engine and then forward, through heat exchangers which
surround the exhaust headers for the front cylinders - it then travels further forward to the cabin
through flexible pipes to fittings under the rear seat, and from theor it flows forwards through
heater channels under the doors to the front footwell and up to the windscreen. The carburetor
takes it's air from the engine bay, so it gets it's air from the slots under the rear window too just like the cooling fan. After the carburetor air has been through the engine, it comes out the
exhaust pipes of course. You mention open-engine designs like Beach Buggies, and the fact
that they aren't "sealed". This is quite true, and those engines seem to cope OK, but then the
very open design has less restrictions for the fresh cooling air, so there might be some mixing
of used and fresh air, but since the design IS so open it's easier for the fan to pull in fresh air
anyway. The total cooling airflow may be a little higher for these engines, because they dont
have to pull the air in only from the rear of the car. The way the engines are used would account
for some of it too -- an engine at constant speed will make continuous heat, but beach buggies
are usually on and off the throttle, and this makes for less total heat. They are often set to run a
little rich too for maximum power , and rich mixtures mean more cooling from the evapourating
gasoline inside the engine. The spark plug boots which you speak of are a slightly different
thing - their main job is to stop the cooling air from leaking out BEFORE it goes through the
cylinder heads - in other words they keep all the cooling air contained inside the tinware so it's
forced through from top to bottom through the head fins. If the engine does not have spark plug

boots, it will run a lot hotter at the cylinder heads. This was measured many years ago by Bob
Hoover and the engine ran at up to 25f hotter with the spark plug seals missing. I hope this
description has helped. The one absolutely essential spare part you should always carry in a
VW as well as the spare wheel of course is a fan belt, and the tools to change it. Am I right to
think that the air is sucked by the fan through the opening on the other side of the shroud by
the firewall area? The fan sucks air in through the large opening at the front of the shroud - near
the firewall. Later models use a "dog house" style fan shroud, which has a bulging extension at
the front for the oil cooler hence the name "dog house" this extension gets it's share of cooling
air from the fan and uses it to cool the oil cooler. The used air exits through a small channel,
and is routed under the car next to the transmission. Earlier shrouds had the oil cooler mounted
inside the shroud, but it was found to cause overheating when the factory stepped up the size
of the engine to cc. The warmed-up air from the oil cooler on those shrouds was used to cool
cylinders 3 and 4 on the left side, but it was no longer "cool" because of the heat from the oil
cooler. So especially the 3 cylinder had a tendency to overheat in extreme conditions. Those
provide fresh air for the cabin heater heat exchangers aluminum casting around the exhaust
pipes, wrapped in sheetmetal. The air heats up inside the heat exchangers and is then pushed
inside the car by the pressure created by the fan in the fan shroud. To maximise engine cooling
in the summer, many people block off these hose outlets in the shroud. If you remove the
hoses, you must block the outlets AND the respective holes down in the engine tin, otherwise
the fan will suck in very hot air from the exhaust pipe area under the tin through the open cabin
heater inlet pipes. Sealing off the heater pipe outlets in the fan shroud will increase the air
pressure inside the fan shroud a little and would result in slight increase in airflow to the
cylinders see our article on Solving Overheating Problems for better ways to increase cooling.
There's not much in it though - the heater outlets have separate air paths inside the fan shroud,
which reduces the mixing of cooling air to different areas. BUT - VW designed the heat
exchangers to have a small continuous flow of air through them which is spilled out through
small slots at the front front is front of car of the heat exchangers when the cabin heaters are
turned off - for several reasons. It results in less heat-soak from the very hot exhaust headers
which run past the rocker covers on the way to the muffler. This radiant heat from the exhaust
headers would increase the temp of the oil in the rockers covers a little but the flow of cooling
air around the header pipes reduce the temp the rocker covers nearby "see", and. When there is
any moisture in the air it can get trapped between the header pipe and the heat exchanger outer
cover and increase the likelihood of rust. Running a continous small stream of air through the
heat exchangers prevents a build-up of moisture inside the heat exchangers. It is drawn in
through the vents below the back window, as long as the engine bay seals are in good shape.
Cool air in the top of the engine, hot used air out the bottom. That's where you got a bit off
track. The engine bay is sealed to prevent air from under the engine reaching the fan, because
the air exiting under the engine is very HOT. The fan gets it's air through the vent holes in the
engine lid, and under the rear window. Fresh air comes in from there, and hot air exits from
under the car. The air filter has a thermostat controlled flap that allows warm air to be sucked
into the carburator from under the right side cylinders, when it's cold enough outside for the
engine to need warm air for the carburettor. This helps prevent carb and intake icing. That's
what it does. Getting sufficient cool air in the vents is no problem. Also where does the air that
feeds the carburetor come from? The few magazine articles that I've read tell you to make sure
your engine compartment is sealed properly so no hot air gets in. The carburettor gets its air
intake from the upper engine area, via the under-window slots. When the carburettor needs
warm air to stop carb icing, it gets that air from the 2 cylinder head finning via the paper tube
running up to the caburettor inlet snout. Yes -- the same louvers that feed the fan. Later models
had louvers in the decklid too, when the engine size grew to and cc. Forget about using a
non-louvered decklid with a souped-up street engine unless you provide more fresh air to the
carbs and fan from someplace else. Like I said, the engine compartment is not fully sealed from
everything else, it's just that the upper engine area is sealed by the horizontal breast plate from
the underside of the engine so the hot air from under the engine doesn't get drawn upwards into
the upper engine area and into the cooling fan. The carburettor is in the upper engine area so it
gets nice fresh air too. It mixes fuel with the air, which then travels via the horizontal inlet
manifold to the two cylinder heads where it's burnt and the burnt gases are expelled out the
exhaust pipe. And finally, I've read that you should keep your seals in good shape sparkplug
boots and all other rubber seals so the hot air doesn't recirculate into the engine compartment.
Especially the large rubber seal that goes between the engine tin and car body, it surrounds the
entire engine. That seal is critical for engine cooling. But even those small spark plug lead seals
are important - they prevent cooling air escaping before its forced down over the cylinder head
fins. Other open holes like unused cabin heater holes or the warm air carburettor intake being

disconnected can leave open holes in the horizontal breast plate and this results in a lot of hot
air from under the car being sucked up into the fan, so your engine is trying to cool itself with
hot air! How does this apply to say full-bodied kitcars like a Porsche spyder replica without
inner fenders under the fiberglass body portion? On these it is a known place for improvement.
You MUST make sure that no hot air finds it's way into the fan. You can fit a huge tube to the fan
opening and bend it upwards, so that it can only suck fresh air from the top of the car or from
someplace else that has enough cool air. On a baja, most of the engine is exposed, so there's
no tinwork to "capture" the hot air. The hot air has a lot of room to be blown away by wind etc.
Design by Erin. The fan inlet itself is the circular hole in the front of the fan shroud - facing the
firewall. This radiant heat from the exhaust headers would increase the temp of the oil in the
rockers covers a little but the flow of cooling air around the header pipes reduce the temp the
rocker covers nearby "see", and When there is any moisture in the air it can get trapped
between the header pipe and the heat exchanger outer cover and increase the likelihood of rust.
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General Description of the Fan and Related Components. The Volkswagen engine is air-cooled,
which means that the heat of combustion in the cylinders and heads is carried away by the flow
of air. The cylinders and heads are cast with fins to aid in the removal of heat. A centrifugal
blower usually referred to as a fan is provided to force air down through the spaces between the
fins to carry the heat to the atmosphere. The entire engine is shrouded by sheet metal usually
called the engine tin to direct the flowing air to the most efficient path. The fan is attached to the
front front is front of car of the generator or alternator and is driven along with the generator or
alternator by a belt from the crankshaft pulley. The fan is encased in a fan housing often
referred to as the fan shroud which is attached to the engine tin to make an air-tight assembly.
The cooling air is drawn from the outside through slots in the car's body under the rear window
and, in later models, through slots in the engine lid as well by the suction of the fan in the front
front of the fan shroud. From there the air is blown primarily down through the cylinders and
heads, but also in cold weather through nozzles on the sides of the fan shroud, through the
heater boxes and to the front of the car to provide warmth in the winter. Also in the fan housing,
bolted to the top of the crankcase with appropriate seals, is an oil cooler which stands up in the
stream of air like a radiator and cools the oil which is pumped through it. In later models the oil
cooler is located just forward of the main body of the fan housing, with separate housing tin
molded around it. The fan housing for such models is referred to as a doghouse housing. The
Fan as Part of the Cooling System. The fan is the prime mover in the car's cooling system, as
described above. We received a question regarding fan size vis-a-vis the dognouse oil cooler
and the capacity of the system as a function of fan size -. Could an earlier non doghouse fan
cause an engine to run hotter when installed in a later doghouse shroud? The earlier fan is
32mm and the later fan is 35mm. The short answer is yes. The narrow non-doghouse fan will
leak air all over the place when inside the doghouse shroud as it will have too big a gap around
the edge of the fan opening in the shroud. The fan produces a positive pressure of about 5psi
inside the shroud, so any excessive gap at the edge of the fan means the air inside the shroud
will leak out the gap, and straight back into the fan, rather than forcing it all down through the
engine cooling fins. And since the oil cooler air supply comes off the fan right at that same edge
of the fan opening a narrow slot on the opposite side to the doghouse with a duct under the fan
opening to take the air across to the doghouse , much less air will be getting to the doghouse
and the oil cooler, so the oil and therefore engine temperature will be higher than it should be.
Since the thinner fan IS thinner, it will blow less air in the first place. This thinner fan was
designed for the engine and about 44 hp. It worked OK for the 53HP engine too, but became
marginal with the first single port engines with 58hp. VW engineers recognised the problem and
introduced the slotted engine lids in as a stop gap until they had the larger doghouse fan
system ready. Put your hand into the fan opening in the front of the fan shroud engine OFF
please! It should be no problem feeling over the top of the shroud above the alternator and
feeling the opening lip of the shroud and the fan rim just inside it. There should be only a tiny
gap between the two if the fan and alternator attachment plate are correct. If the fan is the older
type there would be a bigger gap as it is narrower than the later type. Since it's a one-minute job
it's certainly worth checking. If you have the wrong fan you would be getting LESS cooling air,
and losing some of what you are getting. When you remove the engine, looking at the fan will
show instantly if it's the right one and correctly mounted. It should completely fill the fan
shroud opening, with almost no gap all the way around between fan rim and shroud mm enough to get a fingernail between, but not much more than that. A gap of 5mm or more and I'd
suspect that the fan was the wrong one though I think this is highly unlikely. Dave reported - I
checked the clearance between the fan and the housing -- it is indeed five mm. Obviously the
PO installed the fan designed for use with the alternator in the '71 housing. Rob responded - No,
it's the other way around, an early thinner fan inside the later wider doghouse shroud, designed
for the wider fan. It's obviously working, as you've taken the car on a couple of long trips, but if I

am correct, then it will run a little short on cooling in hot weather when under load. Since the oil
cooler air channels in the shroud are at the front of the shroud closest to the main air inlet , the
oil cooler may be getting less air than it would like. The older thinner fan and the newer wider
one are completely interchanagable on the shaft, but each has its own width of shroud to suit
the width of the fan. The doghouse fan probably would not fit in the older shrouds without
binding, but the old fan will certainly fit in the newer doghouse shroud, but with a leaky gap
around it and less total air volume too, of course. Fan Removal. We received a question about
the best way to remove the fan from the alternator -- that is, to loosen the big nut on the forward
end of the alternator shaft. John Connolly Aircooled. Net responded - You need an impact
driver. Those guys that use a vice are also the ones that have gone throgh five fans in three
years. If you don't have an impact driver, take a 6-pack to the local garage. It's a 3-minute job
don't forget a 10mm socket and ratchet to get the backing plates off. Dave found that the
following method worked well -. Then, go after the fan nut on the other end with the impact
driver. As long as the pulley is on tight and the shaft is upright so the pressure is even around
the rim, you won't damage the pulley. It certainly is easier to strike downwards rather than
sideways, and at the same time prevent marking the end of the alternator shaft on a concrete
floor. Rob's method. It has only 40ftlbs torque, nothing like the amunt of the axle nuts or
flywheel gland nut. Regarding re-installation. When putting the fan nut back on it will be
possible to hold the alternator shaft with a wrench on the pulley nut. The torque specification
for the fan nut is 40 ft-lbs -- not excessively tight. You have to use the impact driver to remove
the nut simply because it's difficult to keep the shaft from turning when trying to remove the nut
counterclockwise. And then too, the nut would tend to freeze over time anyway, so it may take a
bigger whack to loosen than the bare 40 ft-lbs. Anyway, holding the pulley nut with a mm
wrench while tightening the fan nut will torque both nuts to 40 ft-lb. Then, of course, once the
whole assembly is reinstalled in the car, the pulley nut must be removed to get the fan belt on.
See our Fanbelt Replacement Procedure. Rob provided some further insight - I think "loading"
the pulley end of the shaft by gripping it in a vice would not do it any good at all when the other
end is torqued to 40 ft-lbs. I suppose that with an impact driver you'd only need to get someone
strong to wrap a towel round the pulley and hold it, whilst the second person gives the impact
driver a good whack or two. Inertia of the fan and alternator should make it easy enough to
loosen. When removing the fan from it's shaft, take careful note of the position of the three thin
spacer washers. These are used to position the fan along the shaft to minimise the gap at the
fan opening. Also take note of the way the wavy-washer is positioned - there is a right and
wroiong way for this under the fan nut. Fan Cleaning. Piece of cake. I took the fan assembly all
apart and gave all the parts a thorough cleaning, then a fresh coat of paint. Then I installed the
fan and associated bits on the beautiful new alternator. Fan Replacement. Regarding
recommendations that Dave replace the fan, Rob wrote - I'm a little puzzled about the need to
replace the fan. It spins to a max of about rpm engine rpm , and I guess it could be damaged on
a stock engine by overrevving the engine, but unless it's causing vibration, I would think it's still
okay. Mine's done , miles without any problems at all. At Rob's suggestion Dave did not replace
the fan, and has had no troubles after initial problems. Alternator Vent. There is a vent on the
alternator backing plate that attaches to the fan housing. So the main cooling fan does the
alternator cooling job without the need for those little fans found on the outside of most
alternators. On your alternator you'll see some slots just behind the pulley -- this is where the
air enters. Air is drawn through the alternator or generator to cool it. Fan Shroud Alignment.
Dave wrote - Regarding the engine tin that sticks up around the base of the fan housing on
either side: Not remembering whether the housing goes inside or outside of this vertical tin, I
did a little research in the Haynes Manual and found a picture that clearly shows the vertical
engine tin on the outside of the fan housing. While putting on the fan belt I discovered that the
fan is rubbing slightly on the inside of the fan housing. It definitely was not rubbing while the
assembly was on the workbench -- I don't know why its decided to do so now. Rob responded Rubbing on the front or rear of the fan? Did you put the spacers for the fan back in the same
location they were before? There are three of them which can go either between the Alt and the
fan, or on the other side of the fan under the fastening nut, to move the fan along the shaft to
set the clearance with the fan shroud opening. Tension on the fan belt pulling the alternator
shaft slightly rearwards perhaps? Slightly possible that you put the belt on too tightly. One
possibility -- you might be able to lift or push the shroud down just a tiny amount on the two
outer fixing screws, leaving the fan backing plate firmly bolted. The shroud might be "bending"
fractionally, enough to rub. Dave reported - I took off the piece-of-junk alternator strap I got from
XYZ broken already and just lifted up a bit on the alternator -- end of the rubbing fan. When held
down tightly to the stand, however, it does rub. I wonder if there is something under the fan
housing that is keeping it from seating all the way down, because the alternator won't fit snugly

down on the stand -- a "high shroud" problem. And that's exactly what it turned out to be. I just
loosened the two side bolts on the shroud and pushed it down firmly, then strapped the
alternator in place, tightened up the bolts, and it spins freely! Rob's note - it's almost alweays
something simple when it comes to VW engines - the engineers were great at designing parts
which fit together "just right", so if it doesn't go together easily, something it just "not right". My
thoughts when working on VW engines is, "look for the simple stuff first and you'll rarely have
to look for the tough stuff, because most problems have simple solutions. Cooling Vane
Connecting rod. When reinstalling the fan shroud Dave had trouble with the cooling vane
connecting rod -- the rod that connects the movable flaps inside each side of the shroud and
connect via a vertical rod to the thermostat. It wouldn't clear the doghouse oil cooler. Rob wrote
- the connecting rod has appropriate bends in it to get around the oil cooler and things. It all has
to go together in the proper sequence, but it all fits together very nicely. Alternator Pedestal.
When Dave's son bought his '73 Super Beetle, there was a circumferential crack all the way
around the alternator pedestal, through which oil would pour whenever oil was added to the
crankcase. Dave went through two "pot-metal" pedestals before resolving this problem. Dave's
mechanic said the he had "never heard of a failure like this Dave was delighted to find an
original VW alternator stand at Russ' Recycling in Duarte, California, and he has had no trouble
since. For further discussion regarding the alternator pedestal, see our article devoted entirely
to the Alternator Pedestal. Pulley Spacing. Dave encountered a very strange problem with the
forward half of the alternator pulley rubbing against the alternator. He found that a spacer of
some sort is needed between the front pulley half and the alternator, otherwise the pulley will
rub against the alternator as it rotates. Rob was skeptical and said that such a spacer really
shouldn't be needed. If it IS needed, the question is why? Incorrect pulley wheel using a 6-volt
one perhaps , or is the pulley distorted? It should be close to, but not rubbing, on the alternator.
The pulleys aren't expensive, and perhaps a new one will fix the problem in a flash. And indeed
it did. Dave discovered that not all alternator pulleys are created equal! He went through three,
all ostensibly designed for Dave's situation -- but only one had a lip shallow enough to miss the
rear part of the alternator while spinning. See our article on the Alternator Pulley. Pulley Nut.
Dave wrote - Dave had a little trouble with the pulley nut. He tried putting the extra shims under
the nut, but then he couldn't get the nut on. Rob reported that he has usually found it a bit
difficult to start the nut, as the slack belt tends to fall into the center of the pulley halves.
Squeezing the slack fan belt at the sides can sometimesmlift it out of the valley enough to move
the outer pulley half and get the nut started. But once the nut is started and tightened a few
turns, Rob turns the pulley by using a screw driver in the slots in the front half, and the belt
climbs out of the valley to it's proper place so the nut can be tightened. An alternate method
would be to just keep turning the nut so it tightens a bit, then pulls the engine around to the
next compression has to be in neutral of course , and the belt climbs higher at the same time,
then the nut tightens some more, and so forth. Once the nut is snug, use the screw driver in the
slot to hold the pulley while the nut is fully tightened. It's a bit of a fiddle, but not really difficult.
Make sure that the fat pressure washer is immediately under the nut. I think it also has a "flat" in
the hole so it won't rotate. Dave had a split washer on his alternator shaft, and he had a very
difficult time getting the nut started with the washer on. He could hardly get it started with the
washer OFF! Apparently a PO had put in the extra split washer. Such a washer is definitely not
needed -- the design of the thrust washer prevents the nut from undoing, and the direction of
spin tends to do it up anyway. Someone wrote wondering whether it is possible to over tighten
the fan belt. He said that his deflects less than half an inch, with all the shims inside. The guy
couldn't seem to find a belt that fits just right --either too loose or too tight. Rob responded Yes, you can have a belt too tight, and this puts extra strain on the generator bearing nearest
the fan belt. The correct belt is a x9. There is a common mm size which some folks try to use,
and this will sort of fit, but it is usually too tight, even with all the spacer washers between the
pulley halves. The other fan belt which works is a x The woder belt rides higher in the fixed
engine pulley groove so it needed to be slightly longer. This x You can use the older style x 9.
Just for information - the older style narrow fan and generator put about hp load on the fan belt.
The wider doghouse fan and the alternator put up to about 6hp load on the fan belt - hence VWs
decision to increase the width strength of the belt. Someone wrote that he doesn't put ANY
shims between the two pulley halves, as the belt is just right without them. Rob said that seems
a little short. It should have at least shims for a mm belt, and about the same when using a mm
belt which rides higher in the ENGINE pulley. Shims are removed from between the pulley
halves to tighten the belt as it wears. The Beetle normally comes with about 10 shims
altogether, and of course ALL shims should be on the generator axle, either between the pulley
halves or under the nut, so the stack remains the same depth and the lock washer and nut fit
correctly. Dave said that the replacement belt he had and most likely the one that was on the car

as well was mm in length. Rob said it would be much better to find a mm belt -- with the longer
belt you have to make it climb right up to the top of the pulley to get it tight. The alternator fan
belt is supposed to be mm, versus mm for the generator. This is because the mm alternator belt
is Rob elaborated - That means the longer wider belt will ride higher in the engine pulley groove,
but in the same place in the alternator pulley maybe with an extra shim or two as the shorter
thinner belt, but it will be stronger for the bigger doghouse fan and the higher output alternator.
The fan belt works quite hard for such a thin one and it's been the same from '49 to ' The 36hp
engine had 24 blades on the fan and watt generator. So the bottom line -- the shorter, thinner
belt on an alternator will work OK, but it probably won't last as long as otherwise. Regarding
belt tension adjustment -- more shims inside the pulley halves for a shorter newer belt, and less
shims for a longer worn belt. Dave was surprised to find six shims between the pulley halves,
which he thought perhaps could be making the gap between the pulley halves too wide and the
belt too loose and perhaps slipping. The mm belt can't be had for love nor money in Australia Bosch and the others only supply a x 9. The mm belt works okay - it just doesn't look quite
right. I'm sure I used to be able to buy the x 10mm belts which would sit a little higher in the
grooves, but none of the belt distributors or VW shops know of them. Rob asked John Connolly
Aircooled. Net - I have a generator Beetle which uses the mm or mm belt. In Australia, only the
9. I note that you have both and s, and if I can't find the s here in Australia, I think I'll get some
from you. Question - can you confirm that the 10 x mm belt is likely to ride a little higher in the
pulley grooves than the 9. And a further question - will the I've heard both sides - yes it fits; and
no it needs the alternator engine pulley. My thought was that if the alternator belt fits the
generator models, I'd use the wider stronger belt on my two generator VWs. John Connolly
responded - Yes, run the Rob responded - So there is no difference in the engine pulleys
generator, alternator models , then. It's a wonder it lasts as long as it does. What John is
essentially saying, is that the But one VW place in Australia said the alternator Bug engine
pulley had a wider groove. Yet Dave installed a new With five shims between the pulley halves
the belt was just a little tight. Rob recommended adding another. You can go up to 8 -- that's
usually how many are in the stack. Spare Belt. The only absolutely e
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ssential spare you need to carry in any VW besides the spare tyre and the means to change it is
a spare fan belt. Rob replaces the belt as soon as he sees it starting to crack -- usually about 50,
miles -- and then keeps that one as the spare, throwing out the previous used spare which has
then been sitting in the front of the car for years. He's only needed to use a spare once, but
even that once is enough to make keeping it worthwhile. Even a cracked spare is better than no
belt! Design by Erin. We received a question regarding fan size vis-a-vis the dognouse oil cooler
and the capacity of the system as a function of fan size - Could an earlier non doghouse fan
cause an engine to run hotter when installed in a later doghouse shroud? Here's Rob's
response - The short answer is yes. Very little cooling air going to the oil cooler. Regarding the
gap between the rim of the fan and the shroud, Rob wrote - Put your hand into the fan opening
in the front of the fan shroud engine OFF please!

